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Abstract. Technical medical terms are complicated to be correctly understood by
non-experts. Vocabulary, associating technical terms with layman expressions, can
help in increasing the readability of technical texts and their understanding. The
purpose of our work is to build this kind of vocabulary. We propose to exploit the
notion of reformulation following two methods: extraction of abbreviations and of
reformulations with specific markers. The segments associated thanks to these
methods are aligned with medical terminologies. Our results allow to cover over
9,000 medical terms and show precision of extractions between 0.24 and 0.98. The
results and analyzed and compared with the existing work.
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1. Introduction
Experts from medical area use sophisticated technical terms, which are usually nonunderstandable by patients [1]. This makes patients unable to make decisions,
understand consequences of disorders and treatments, or even understand their disease.
The situation is not improved by information increasingly available online [2]: patients
remain often unable to understand it either. Find and understand new information
implies solitary information retrieval process [3] when the patient is not accompanied
by his medical doctor, with whom he may have verbal interactions and obtained needed
information [4,5]. Indeed, with verbal interactions, it is possible to share knowledge
and create common basis through reformulations, repetitions and clarifications [2].
Our purpose is to acquire vocabulary which associates specialized terms with
layman expressions. We propose to exploit reformulations in texts written by experts or
issued from collaborative media, in order to guarantee a better reliability of the
extracted data. According to our hypothesis, (1) when experts reformulate terms, this
indicates that the term is technical and conveys specialized meaning; (2) the
reformulation act may allow to associate term with its reformulation; (3) reformulation
is language phenomena spontaneously used in different kinds of texts.
In what follows, we present some existing work (section 2). We describe the
material and methods used (section 3), and then present and discuss the results (section
4). We conclude with some directions for future work (section 5).
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2. Related work
Reformulation occurs when someone is saying or writing again a given idea with
different words [6], often in order to improve the understanding. Reformulation can be
introduced by specific markers (eg, let's say, That is). Reformulated segments are not
always semantically equivalent [7], but when they are it becomes possible to extract the
paraphrases of technical terms. We can distinguish two main directions of the existing
work: health literacy and automatic acquisition of paraphrases for medical terms.
Health literacy is related to the understanding of medical information, its use and
interpretation, and depends on two factors: environment (education, age, medical
history...) and knowledge of patients, be it shared or not with the medical staff [8].
Several works have been dedicated to the acquisition of vocabularies associating terms
with their paraphrases: exploitation of monolingual comparable corpora, in with
morpho-syntactic patterns, similarity measures or n-grams allow to associate syntactic
groups from both corpora [9,10]; exploitation of monolingual corpus for the acquisition
of paraphrases for neoclassical compounds (myocardial, desmorrhexia...) thanks to the
morphological analysis and segmentation of such terms, translation of their
components in French (myocardial: myo=muscle, cardia=heart), and search of
syntactic groups that contain these words (heart muscle, muscle of the heart) [11]. Let's
also mention (1) the Consumer Health Vocabulary (CHV) in English [12], which a
collaborative initiative, involving corpora processing, associative measures, and human
annotators. The resource contains currently 141,213 unique terms; (2) an automatic
translator of medical terms [13], best known through the resource MEDLINEplus,
organized according to medical topics (tumors, obesity, etc). Let's also mention work
on extraction of paraphrases, mainly applied to parallel and aligned corpora [14].
3. Material and Methods
We use the French part of the UMLS [15], and SNOMED International [16] (323,964
terms). We also use two corpora: (1) development corpus, issued from masante.net
forum moderated by medical doctors. When users ask questions they are answered by
the moderators. We use part with answers containing 6,139 answers (315,362 occ.);
and (2) test corpus built with articles from the medical part of Wikipedia, which gives
18,434 articles (15,235,219 occ.). Finally, we use linguistic resources: 111 stopwords
and morphological resources with 163,823 wordpairs (eg {aorta, aortic}) [17].
Our method is composed of four steps: (1) pre-processing of corpora with the
syntactic analyzer Cordial [18]. Table 1 presents an example for Vous devez les faire
brûler par un gastroentérologue spécialisé, c'est-à-dire un proctologue (You must to
make them burn by specialized gastroenterologist, that is a proctologist) . The exploited fields
are forms, lemmas, and syntactic information type GS and Prop; (2) extraction of
reformulations, which is done with two approaches:
− for abbreviations, we use the raw corpus and extract two structures: extended form
(abbreviation) and abbreviation (extended form). For this, we implement an
existing algorithm, which allows to associate each letter from abbreviation with a
given word before of between parentheses [19]. Three situations are possible: full

−

when all letters from abbreviation are associated, partial when part of letters are
associated, null when no letters are associated;
for reformulations with markers, we exploit three markers c'est-à-dire (That is),
autrement dit (in other words), encore appelé (also called) in the structure concept
marker reformulation, like in specialzed gastroenterologist, that is a proctologist,
where the underlined segments correspond to the source and target segments. It
appears that source segments are better extracted with the type GS information,
while target segments with the Prop information.
Table 1. An excerpt from syntactically tagged and analyzed text
form
Vous
devez
les
faire
brûler
par
un
gastroentérologue
spécialisé
,
c'
est
-à
-dire
un
proctologue
.

lemma
vous
devoir
le
faire
brûler
par
un
gastroentérologue
spécialisé
,
ce
est
à
dire
un
proctologue
.

POS
PPER2P
VINDP2P
PPER3P
VINF
VINF
PREP
DETIMS
NCMS
ADJMS
PCTFAIB
PDS
ADV
PREP
VINF
DETIMS
NCMS
PCTFORTE

POSMT
Pp2.pn
Vmip2p
Pp3.pa
Vmn-Vmn-Sp
Da-ms-i
Ncms
Afpms
Ypw
Pd-..Rgp
Sp
Vmn-Da-ms-i
Ncms
Yps

GS
1
2
3
4
5
8
8
8
8
11
14
14
8
16
-

Type GS
S
V
C
D
V
F
F
F
F
N
p
I
I
F
D
-

Prop
1
1
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
-

(3) alignment of the extracted segments with medical terminologies has double
objective: check the relevance of extractions and associate the extracted segments with
medical terms. During the alignment, the extracted segments are normalized (accents,
morphologically-related words), the stopwords are removed; and (4) evaluation, for
which we build reference sets with two independent annotators for annotating source
and target segments. For the evaluation of alignment with terminologies, we build a
reference set from the development corpus. On the basis of the reference annotations,
we can evaluate precision P, recall R and F-measure F of the extractions and
alignments. Evaluation of extractions is performed with exact (boundaries of segments
must be respected) and inexact (boundaries of segments can be inexact) versions.
4. Results and Discussion
The inter-annotator agreement [20] of extractions at the word level is 0.967 and 0.816,
for alignments it is 0.208 and 0.714 for abbreviations and markers, respectively.
In the upper part of Table 2, we indicate number of extractions for each method:
with abbreviations and the test corpus, we extract several candidates. With
abbreviations, we observe three cases: correct extraction {ESF; Editions Sociales
Françaises}, {CD26; cluster de différenciation 26}; partial correct extraction {CHUM;
Université Montréal}, {CHU; hôpital universitaire}; partial incorrect extraction
{SEPP; plus}, {NFS; faire sang}. Extractions with markers provide few duplicates

because reformulations are less controlled (des canaux galactophores: qui fabriquent
le lait de la femme, qui sécrètent le lait). Evaluation of extractions indicates that
abbreviations show 0.74 and 0.94 F-measure, while markers show 0.24 and 0.98 Fmeasure with exact (borders respected) and inexact versions, respectively. In the lower
part of Table 2, we indicate number of alignments. Within aligned segments, we can
observe 5 cases: full correct {syndrome polyalgique idiopathique diffus; syndrome
polyalgique idiopathique diffus.C0016053}; morpho-syntactic variation {troubles
fonctionnels intestinaux; troubles gastrointestinaux fonctionnels/C0559031}; partial
{semaines amenorrhee; amenorrhee/C0002453}; compositional cause/C0085978 and
pus/C0034161 for cause de pus; and incorrect ({LCR; ph lcr/C0853364}, {liquide
cerebro; regime liquide/C-F2300}). The average F-measure for the two segments is
0.71 and 0.73 with abbreviations and markers, respectively.
Table 2. Number of extractions and alignments for each method.

Extraction: nb occurrences
Extraction: nb types
Alignment: nb occurrences
Alignment: full alignments
Alignment: partial alignments
Alignment: not aligned

Development corpus
Abbrev.
Markers
75
96
42
96
75
96
11
5
44
37
20
54

Test corpus
Abbrev.
Markers
88,762
2,710
8,106
2,710
88,762
2,757
154
42
1,634
557
6,318
1,937

Table 3. Comparison with methods from the existing works.
Method
Abbreviations
Markers
Definitions [11]
Morphology [11]
N-grams [9]
Syntactic groups [10]
Abbreviations [18]

Type of terms
abbreviations
any type
any type
compounds
morpho-syntactic
morpho-syntactic
abbreviations

Nb. extractions
42, 8,106
96, 2,710
1,028
1,128
65, 82
109
785

Precision
0.74/0.94
0.24/0.98
0.52, 0.68
0.76, 0.86
0.67, 0.60
0.66
0.95

In Table 3, we propose a comparison with existing works: type of terms, number
of extractions, precision (available for all cited works). We can see that our methods
are efficient: they provide an important number of extractions with good precision.
5. Conclusion and Future Work
For the acquisition of vocabulary associating technical terms with layman expressions,
we propose to exploit reformulation through two methods: extraction of abbreviations
and their extended forms, and of reformulations introduced by markers. The methods
are fixed on the development corpus and then applied to the test corpus. Exact
precision is between 0.23 and 0.74, while inexact precision is between 0.68 and 0.98.
The future work may study other markers. With the annotated corpora, we may apply
supervised machine learning for making the extractions. The acquired vocabulary will
be used for the simplification of medical and health documents.
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